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Ab!rtnct. It IS sttuwn that any bounded rntegcr tmear programming prob’lem can be trans- 
formed to an equtvatent integer linear programming problem with a single constraint and tr!,e 
same number of variables. The orrginal integer problem and the equivalent single constraint 
problem have identrcal feasible integer solutions. and thus the singk constraint problem may 
be suhed mslrad of the original problem. It is shown that any bounded integer programming 
problem is equivalent to a problem of optimizing a Wear function subject onJy to bounds on 
the function and bounds on the variables. The results are extended to problems with non,Jinear 
constraints. 
5 1. Introduction 
In general, integer linear programming problems have nr constraints, 
the CaEr: rrr = 1 is called the k~~up~c(e problem. it is shown that any 
integer program with a bounded feasible region can be transformed to 
an -equivalent knapsack problem with the $;Ame number of variables. By 
equiv:tlent we mean that the set olt’ feasible solutions to the original 
prcbblcm is identical to the set of feasible solutions to the knapsack 
problem. The equivalent problem may be solved instead of the original 
problem. The result is based upon Theorem 1 which shows construc- 
tively how to reduce two constraints to a single equivalent constraint. 
Corollary 4 shows that the optimal solutions to any integer pro 
gramnring problem with a bounded feasible region can be found by op- 
timiting a certain linear fumction subject only to bounds on the func- 
tion and bounds on the variribles. The resulting problem resembles the 
Lagrange multiplier approach to constrained optimization. Theorem 2 
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generalizes the results to nonlinear constraints. A hnear example and a 
nonlinear example are included. 
Theorem 1, which shows how to reduce two linear constraints to a 
GngEe quivalent constraint, is a generalization of results of Mathews 
Ii 12) on linear equations with strictly positive coefficients in the 
riheory of partitions. The Mathews results were first applied to integer 
programming problems by Elmaghraby and kVig [S] who reduced a 
cutting stock probllem with nonnegative coefficients to a knapsack 
problem. Elmaghraby and Wig [S] applied the results of Mathews to 
arbitrary bounded integer programs by doubling the number of vilri- 
ables +. Theorem I?‘, which extends the results to nonlinear constraints, 
&zludes a result of Hammer et al. [ 101 and Hammer and Rudcanu [ 1 11 
on the Lagrange multiplier approach to nonlinear pseudo-Boolcsn 
problem%, 
The idea of solving an equivalent problem instead of the original 
problem is one of the most powerful notions in integer programming 
theory. Most of the algebraic algorithms for solving integer programs 
may be viewed as a process of transforming an integer program to an 
equivalent integer program that is, in some well defined sense, easier to 
solve. The cutting plane approach to solving integer programs, uggested 
by Dantzig et al. [ 4f and developed into a systematic algorithm by 
Gomory {7,8), transforms the integer problem to an equivalent prob 
lem by adding a constraint hat does not exclude any integer points. 
The wt of feasible linear programming solutions of the equivalent prob- 
lem is strictly contamed in the set of feasible linear programming solu- 
tions of the original problem. Gomory [7,8) gives xveral systematic 1 
ways to generate the cutting planes (and hence the equivalent problem) 
so that the algorithm will construct an optimal solution in a finite 
number of steps. 
A different kind of equivalence where the integer points of the two 
problems are in l- 1 correspondence is represented by the asymptotic 
problem of Gorn5ry and the “equivalent integer programs” of Bradley. 
Comory [ 91 ‘shows that the relaxed integer problem which includes 
only those constraints that are active at the linear programming optimal 
solution of t: he or&inal problem is equivalent o an optimization prob- 
lem over a C&e Abelian group. This same,kind of equivalence isdevel- 
* ladqemkmt ocf tb muIts developed heie, Fred Glazer and Eugene Wolsey in thck prper 
“AIEgeyrtint &ophmtine equations” have generalized the results of Mathews (121 and 
Elm*aby and wig 151. 
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opcd in Bradley [ I, 3 1; every integer programming probien (with all 
constraints) is shown to be equivalent o an infin!te number of different 
integer probicms. Every integer problem is shown to be equivalent o a 
canonical problem such that the matrix of constraints that are active at 
the optimal linear programming solution is in Mcrmite nonnui form 
(lower triangular). The equivalence developed by Gomory and Bradley 
is such that there is a one to one mapping bekzen the sets of feasible 
linear yrrogmmming solutions for any two equivalent problems. 
The equivalence deveiopcd here is quite different. The equivalence 
of Theorem 1 and corollaries is such that the set of feasible linear 
prt,pr,~rnnring soiu tions of the transformed problem is larger than the 
set of feaslhie linear programming solutions of the original problem. 
5 2. Combining two diop)rantine equations 
Theorem 1 shows how to reduce two linear diophantine quations 
to a single equivalent linear diophantine quation. Consider the system 
of constr;tints 
j-?r = 6 . gTx = 7 Y XEC, x integer , 
where 6 and y are integers, J-and g are integer jl1-vectors and C is rin 
arbitrary set. For a and #3 integer, a transformed system of constraints is 
It ~311 be convenient o define several constants that represent the orp- 
tien& value of optimization problems. 
Definition 1. Let 
(3) SP 1 = sup CgT-U -. y) , 
subject o 
xE C, sgn (0) [.fTs -- 61 S - IPt , x integer ;
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x integer ;
x integer ;
XEC, sgnWlgTx---yl I --lab, x integer ; 
where sgn (a j is .-- I, 0 or 1 according to whether (Y is negative, zero or 
positive. If for a sup problem there is no feasible solution or if the sup 
is tess than zero, define the corresponding SFi to be zero. IF 1, IF2, IF3, 
IF4 are defined by replacing sup in the above problems by inf. If for an 
inf problem there is no feasible solution or if the inf is greater than 
zero, define the corresponding IFi to be zero. 
n??Y?rcm I. :“f’a. fl WC rc!ativelJj privne integers ifut least OII~ c~f the 
fokwing covtditivns is satisfied 
At. a > SPI. 
A2. Q < IFI. 
A?. -p > SE) 
A4. --/? < IF3, 
u& if ut ieust me of the following conditions is satisfied 
%I. --P > SP2, 
%I!. --Q < IF2, 
BZ. p > SP4, 
B4. fl< IF4, 
thevg thtv set ofsoiutiovts to ( 1) is idevmkal to the set of’ solutions tcl (2). 
aheor~~ ! is subsumed by Theorem 2, so the proof will be deferred 
to 57. The existence of o and p depends upon C; for example, if C is 
R”, then a and p do not exist; if C is IT bounded subset of R”, then Q and 
& always exist. 
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Corollary I (Mathews [ 121). Lef 8 and y arrd the elements off and g be 
strictly positive, artd let c‘ bc the nowwgative orthant 01 R”. If a and fl 
are relative& prime integers, if a 2 7 and if fi 2 fi, therl the set of solu- 
tions to ( 1) is ldeN tical to the set of solutions to (2). 
Proof. SPl = Q since sup ($.a~ - 7) subject o x 2 0, x integer and 
J’?Y 5 0 has optimal value --7 obtained with x = 0. Thus a satisfies 
condition Al. SP4 = 0 since sup (f’T.~ - 6) subject o x > 0, x integer 
rend gT.u < 0 has optimal value -6 obtained with x = 0. Thus fl satisfies 
Londi tion B3. 
Coroll’aty 2 (Mathews 1 I 21). Ler S arrd y and the elements of .f and g be 
strict/_v positive. artd let C be the rumnegative orthant of R”. If a = 1, 
if fi > 7 maxi (I;:@) (p integer). and if the set of solutions to (1) is non- 
mpt_r. then the set of solrrtions to ( 1) is identical to the set of solutions 
to (2). 
Proof. Claim 7 n~axj(jj/dyi) 2 6. To see trlis, assume otherwise, that is, 
assume 
Let .Y be an arbitrary solution to ( I); such an x exists by hypothesis and 
x 2 0, x # 0. Multiply (7) by xi for each i and add to get 
(8) rfTs < 6gTx .
But this contradicts that x is a solution, thus the claim is proven. 
From (5) it can be seen that IF3 2 -6, hence IF3 > -6 
_> -7 maxi (@@ > - 1;. Thus fl satisfies condition A4. 
SP4 <, y maxi since supIWTx - 6 subject o x 2 0 and 
gTx < y-i has optimal value -6 + (y- 1) max!(fi/g+ Thus fl satisfies 
condition B3. 
AS indicated by the proofs, the results of Mathews require larger mul- 
tipliers than required by Theorem 1. For the Mathews corollaries, the 
multipliers a and 0 and the elements of j’a 
1 
d g are strictly positil’e, thus 
the cc~fficients of the transformed problem are aI1 much greater than 
the co ,Tesponding coefficients of the original constraints. 
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$3. Trstnsfornwtion of bounded integer programs 
Theorem 1 can be used to reduce any integer linear programming 
problem with a bounded feasible region to a knapsack problem. For 
any integer programming problem with a bounded feasible region, 
tierc exist iz-vectors d such that x 5 d can bc added to the constraints 
;rrrd no feasible integer solution will be excluded. Below we will assume 
that all bounded integer problems have such a constraint. If rl is not 
given in the problem statement, any c( such that no feasible integer 
point!i are excluded may be chosen for the problem. The multipliers do, 
in ~~ncral. depen’d upon the c@, however. it is not nwessary to corn- 
putt znininwm d& Let A be an rlz X n integer matrix and b, d integer 
VW tor5. 
Proof. The constraints are combined twe at a time using Theorem I. 
Th.e c’ of (1) and (2 j always includes the cgmtraints 0 5 s < d, thus 
3% and I!?, i =: 1, .._, 4, are finite, and multipliers 01, fl always exist. 
Note that if the “x integer” constraint is removed, the corollary is 
obviously false. Some of the constraints 0<, x 5 6 may be extraneous 
in (9). however they will not, in general, be extraneous in ( 10). Note 
that the existence and magnitude of the multipLiers depends on the 
bounds- 
‘The introduction of upper bounds on the variables in Corollary 3 was 
for the sole purpose of restricting the sup and. inf problems to a 
b.tn&d fessibie region and thus assuring the existence of multipliers. 
Otlher constriuctions will accomplish the same purpose; for instance, 
x~0,x,+x’+._ +x,, < 6 is a bounded region and so any bounded 
integer programming problem can be transformed to an equivalent 
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problem with a single equation and x 2 0 and xl + x2 + . . . + x, < 6. 
Also, if an integer program has the constraints of a transportation prob- 
lem plus NI equations, then it is equivalent to an integer program with 
the constraints of the transportation problem plup one equation. 
Any integer pragramming problem with a bounded feasible region 
cat] thus be transformed to an equivalent problem with a single con- 
straint and the same number of voriables. If desirable, a simple trans- 
formation of the bounded variables with negative coefficients, 
X; 3 cli - Xi‘ will make all the coefficients of the constraint nonnegative. 
The knapsack problem may be solved instead of the original problem. 
It appears from the statement of Theorem 1 that the choice of multi- 
pliers for G~rollary 3 involves olving problems of the form 
111) max (n,s - b,) , 
subject go 
*43X = 6,, sgn Cp) I-42.~ -495 - IPI, 
0 S s 5 d, x integer, 
whcrr: A 1 and A 2 arc any two rows of A and A3 is the remaining rows 
(if any). Fortunately, it is not necessary to solve problems like (11). 
Since any multiplier strictly greater than an SPi (or strictly smaller thdn 
an Wi) will y ielti the result, it is only necessary to compute an upper 
bound for the SPi’s (and lower bound for the IFi’s). The solution to 
any relaxed problem will give an upper bound. (By relaxed problem we 
mean any pro!Jlem where the set of feasible solu&s contains the set 
of feasible solutions of the original problem.) For example7 any of the 
following problems can be solved instead of (11). 
(12) max (A I_‘c -- IrI) , 
subject o 
ti 3” = b, , sgn CP) M *x -b:z] S - Ipi 
(13) max (A.+-- b,), 
subject to 
d,x =r ,b,, sgn(P)[d2x-621< -1, 
subject to 
sgn (p3) I&L: -b,l S - IPI, 0 < x < tl; 
ProHems ( 14) and Q 15) are trivial linear programming problems. There 
is, in general, a tradeoff between the magnitude of the multipliers an4 
the amount of work necessary to solve the different problems ( 0 1 b-4 i 5 1. 
&4. Optimization with a singita linear function 
The results of 8 3 are independent of the objective functior: for the 
probfem. It is possiMe to include the object :ve function in thy ta;\ns- 
forma tiotl. 
* 06) max cT, , 
subiwt to 
Ax=b. O<x<d, x in t egcr, 
there exists an integer n-vector h and integers r, n I, n2 such that tk 
set 0fbptiGai s&tions to 
7 
is tde~~tical to the sat of optimal mEu!iom to ( 16). Further, thu set of 
feasible solutions to ( 16 j is identical to the set of feasible 
‘1’ 
. solutions to 
[ IT) and rTx equal’s h x + r for all feasible solutions. 
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Roof. By Corollary 3, any bounded integer program can be transformed 
to an equivalent knapsack problem 
subject to 
1’5 = 6, 0 < x 5 d, .Y integer. 
Since the feasible region is bounded, there exist integers 0, and B, so 
that ( I!?) is equivalent to 
(191 1l'L;IIy _q) " 
Theorem 1 can be applied to combirlr: the two constraints. Let tr, the 
multiplier for the objective function constraint, be set equal to ‘t and 
determine fi so that Q and /3 satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem ‘r : The 
equivalent problem is 
Let tl= c -- flji 7 = 136, IQ = @, - @!I and m2 = O2 - $6. Substituting-x0 
ir:;o the objective func‘tion and into the bound:: for x0 gives the result. 
The objective function of problem (17) can be written as 
(21) max icT.x + P’(A Y - b)) . . . 
Corollary 4 states that if the optimizatiz;;.. Is limited to the hyperrec- 
tangle 0 < x *z d and if the value of the objective function is bounded, 
then for any solution, the constraints Ax = b will be ::latisficd and hence 
the kTQA_x -- 6) term will vanish. 
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The result of Corollary 4 is very much in the spirit of the Lagrange 
multiplier approach tf, constrained optimization where a modified ob- 
jective fuhlction is optimized without constraints; if the multipliers are 
right, then an optimal solution to the unconstrained problem is an 
optimal solution to the original problem. The Lagrange multiplier ap- 
preach has been extended to discrete problems by Everett I( cil , but 
Ncmhau.ser and U\man [ 13 1 pnint out the serious shortcomings of the 
approach when applied to integer linear problems. Corollary 4 differs 
frarn the Lagrange multiplier approach in several respects: ( 1) the multi- 
pliers always exist and can be calculated before the equivalent problem 
is solved, t 2) the multipliers are nonzero but need not be all positive, 
43) the equivalent problem is not unconstrxincd, and (4) the set of 
feasible solutions of the original problem and of the equivalent problem 
are identical. 
The usual story that is associated with the knapsack problem describes 
a hiker who wishes to choose a number of items with value ci and weight 
wi such that the v&r of his load is maximized subject to a limit on the 
weight. Problem (I f 7) is a “value independent” knapsack problem; the 
hiker wishes to maximize the value of the load sub.ject o the weight 
limrration: however hc disregards the values of the items since each 
item has a unit v’alue of 1. Another posGble story is that the hiker G:!~ 
greedily fill his knapsack and disregard the weight constraint. As long 
as he is not too g~ec3y and is willing to limit the value of his load. the 
weight restriction will be automatically satisfied. 
j@, Linear example 
Cmsider the problem 
subject to 
Multipi~rs a = 7 and fl= -3 satisfy conditions Al and B2 of Theorem 1, 
$6, Magnitude of coefficients 
hence (22) is equivalent to 
(23) max(xI+2x2+x3L 
subject to 
4x, -. 7x, sxj = 3, 
05x, 5 5, O<s.u;,L 3, 0 5 x3 < 3, x1, x2, xg integer. 
The optimal solutiron to (22) and (23) is xl = 4, x2 = 2, x3 = 1 with 
value 9. With lower bound 1 and upper bound 13 on the value of the 
Objective function. COrOl1;u-y 4 can be applied to (23). Multipliers 
a = 1 3nd /3 = 14 satisfy conditions A4 and B2 of Theorem 1, hence 
(22) igll(! (23) are equivalent t0 
subject to 
-41 < --55x, + lo&, --- ;3x3 5 49, 
0 5 Xl < 5. 0 5 x2 < 3, 0 5 x3 5 3, Xi, X2, X.3 integer. 
With the substitution xi = 5 -- x I and xj = 3 - x3, (24) becomes 
(24’) m&x (55X; + lOazE, + 13X9, 
subject to 
2’73 *= ssx; + lo@., + 13x; <_ 285, 
0 < x; :I 5, 0 < x2 5 3, 0 < X; L 3, xi. x2, xi integer. 
Note that x2 5 2 is obvious from (24’); this is not immediately Obvious 
from (22). The integer restriction is necessary for the equivalence; for 
example. x1 = g, ~5~ =x3 = 0 satisfies (24) but does not satisfy (22) or 
(23). . . 
66. Magnitude of coefficients 
The magnitude of the coefficients of the equivalent knapsack prob- 
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km is 8 serioti::; comyutationrtl consideration. If the linear functions that 
define the constraints of the problem can 3ssume awide r3nge of values 
over the feasible region, then the magnitude of the multipliers must be 
larg. However, it is possible to control the magnitude of the coeffi- 
cients of the equivalxtt problem by clever choice of the magnitude :lnd 
sign of the multipliers. For example. when combiningf*s = S and 
g*x = y it is possible to choose multipliers at and p such that the coeffi- 
cient of+ in the equivalent constraint is equal to the greatest common 
divisor of 1; and gr. 
Roof. PI method to compute A+ x2 such that J; t l + gI.q =: gcd (1-r. gr) 
w3> given by Euclid, see Br3dley (2, 5 21 for an cfKient dgorithm. It 
folfivws e&.ly from the definition of greatest common divisor that any .Y E , 
x2 satisfying this equation arc relatively prime.. Let .~r= g,!gcd (& gr) 
smdy2 := -fi,$d (j*t, gt), then _for any z integer, Q = xl + z_t’r 3nd 
p = x2 c z,r2 is a solution to afl + flgl = gcd (jr, gr). It is possible to 
chause r7 large enough (or small enough) to give the result. 
The Emma gives ;a constructive m&cd to reduce the coefficient of 
xl. This method can be used to reduce the magnitude of the coeftkient 
of any variable or to reduce the magnitude of the right-hand side c‘on- 
Stan t. In gmxal, it is only possible to control the magnitude of one’ 
coefficient at a time by this metflod. 
0 7. Nonlinear constraints 
The results of 8 2 are gkteralized in Theorem 2 to problems with 
nonlinear constraints. Thfitrrern 2 shows that the results do not depend 
on the line3rity of the con itr;rints or on the in@grality of variables. The 
functionI; that define the k>nstraints are restricted to be integer valued 
for aI1 feasible solutions. j 
Definition 1. A, function i, : R” + R is said to be integer valued with 
respect to 42 set C it?(x) is integer for all x E C. 
Q 7. AVotslineur constrairl ts 41 
Definition 2. 
k’= {.u : r(s)= 0, s(x)= 0,xE C), 
WY, p, = (x : m(x) + ps(x) = 0, x E C} , 
where a and fl are integer and C is an arbitrary set. 
kfinition 3. Let 
(25) Sl = sup s(s) , 
subject to 
.Y E c, sgn (j3)r(.s 15 -- I P I ; 
CM sz f sup s(x) , 
subject to 
(27) 5.3 = sup .I*(s 1 , 
suhjec’t to 
.s E c‘, 
subjtx t to 
If for a sup probkn’l there is no feasible solution or if the sup is less than 
xro, define the cor’responding Si to1 be zero. 11, E2,13,14 are defined by 
replacing sup in the above probkrns by ilrf. If for an inf problem there 
is no feirsible solutizlln or if the inf is greater than zero, define the cor- 
responding li to be zero. 
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Al. Q > SI, 
AC). Q< II, 
A3. -+I > s3. 
A4. -p< 13, 
md if at least one oj‘ r:iw I; &wing conditions is satisfied 
Rl. --a > s2, 
B2. 5---a < 13, 
B3. B>f+k 
04. p < 14, 
fhen x = Yh, p 1. 
Proof. Clearly X c Y(a, 0). If )‘(a, p) is empty, the result follows. 
kt x be an arbitrary point in Y(Q, 0). then ar{x) + fl.s(s) = 0 and 
630j psfx)= -77, I 
I 
I 
where IT is integer since I i’s integer valued with respect o C. Sinoe r(x) 
is integer, cy divides n, and since s(x) is integer, 6 d,vidca R (by 
l k divides I? we mean I + Q is an integer). Since Q anil p are relatively 
prime, n = a&Y for Some integer 8. Then 
Each condition A 1 to A4 impJli.es tiiat (9 2 (3 (see below) and each con- 
&ion B 1 to B4 implies that 6 5 0. Hence Q = 0 and so n = 0; (3 1) and 
&!,I then show that .x E X. Since x waft arbitrary, the result follows. 
h=cndition A 1. Assume 8 < 0. that is 8 < - 1. Since x E U(Q, p), 
9(x)= ---d,,xEC andr(x)=fl&Sini ?86’---1,~x)=-~or--2Por.... 
if@ f> 0, r(x) < --&-and if fl< 0, T(X) 2 -0; this implies that 
s@n@klx)< - IPi. 
Since Sf is defined to be nonnefstive,#tr > 0. Hence -8 < 1 or 0 > - 1 
which is a contradktion. Thus 8 2 0. 
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The proofs for the seven othl:r conditions are analogous to the proof 
for condition A 1. 
Roof of Theorem I. Let r(x) = f*.r - 6 and s(x) = gTx - 7. Since 6,~, 
f’and g art: integer, r(x) and ~(-4) xe integer valueJ for x integer. The 
result then follows from Theorem 2. 
Results analogous to Corollarks 3 and 4 hold Ibr the nonlinear prob- 
km. ReMed to the nonlinear analog of Corolla0 4 is the result of 
I-lammcr et al. ( 101 (see also Hammer and Rudeau [ I 1, pp. 122- 1241) 
for the zero-one programming problem 
subject o 
j = 1 m, 9 . . . . 
t 
j = I) ‘.., fl ) 
where f and the gi*S are integer valued H ith respect o 
C = {x : St =Oor l)a:ld foreachi,g~(.~)2Ofor~~xf&:If8! isthe 
minimum of f’(x I for x E C and 0, is the maximunl, they show that the 
solution to the following zero+%!! problem gives 3n optimal solution to 
(34) or indicates that (34) has RC solution. 
subject o 
“i =Oor 1. j = 1, . . . . n . 
The appPication of Theorem 2 to (34) will also yielti (35). The Hammer 
et al. proof de;)cn;ls cri:ically on the assumption that gi(x) 2 13 for all 
x E c. 
It is not necessary to solve thk Si and Ii problems, the- solution to any 
relaxed problem will give an upper bound for an Si or 4 lower bound 
fair an Ii that can be used to select multip?iers. The following example 
illustrates that the variables need not be mteger: 
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4!3jtxt to 
subject to 
x2, x3 integer. 
There arr‘ of course ;in infinite number of diifercnr multipliers that 
@::ve the same resul t. the multi@xs chosen arc such that for a = I 1 and 
fi > 0, p is as r;mall as possibllcr and ‘ior a > 0, p = I&, a is as sm;rll as 
pf xisibfe. 
5 8. Comments 
The following idea appears in many places in the applied mathe- 
mdtics literature: A,dd a muitiple of a function to the objet tive function 
of zn optimization problem and then show that the function has value 
i?2TO for any oi?tirn& solution using the new objective function. This 
i&a is ltxs generrrl Gan the results developed here; in the results pre- 
scnted herqq all fea!Gble solutions oi the transformed problem are feas- 
ibk solutions of the original problem. More importantly, the results of 
this paper are based on a number theoretic argurxijt rather than an 
References 45 
“optimizing” argument. The requirement that or and fl be relatively 
prime is a critical part of the argument in the proof of Theorem 2. Note 
that if increasing one element Qf k in (2’1) implies that some pair of 
multipliers that were used to construct (2 I ) arc not now relatively 
prime, then (2 I ) need not be equivalent o the original problem (16). 
Computational experience suggests hat if the multipliers do not satisfy 
the conditions of Theorem 1 (or Theorem 2), then the original and 
transformed problems are usually not equivalont. 
Note added in proof. Manfred Padberg in his paper “Equivalent 
knapsack-type formulations of bounded integer linear programs” has 
generalized the results of Mathews [ 12) and Elmabraby and Wig [ 51. 
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